
Let the celebrations begin
with these festive decor ideas.

Christmas Floral Picks
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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BOTTLED UP
Want a low-key way to get a high-
end look? Just put trimmings from 
floral picks into glass bottles, and 
top them with bobeches (collars 
to catch drippings) and long 
candlesticks. Tip: Secure candles 
with wax candle adhesive.

TALL ORDER
Bring life to winter days with 
large glassware (Home Decor) 
and floral sprays—it’s a look 
that works for just about any 
style. Bonus: Clear away the 
pinecones and faux snow, and 
you’ll have spring decor too!

SIGN OF 
THE TIMES
Antiquing wax gives this 
wood sign (Crafts) its 
warm finish, and a little 
freehand lettering brings 
home all the good feels. 
Attach bunches of picks 
and sprays, and your 
forever-fresh decor 
is ready to hang.
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HELLO, LOVELY
To secure this yuletide treasure’s 
winter garb, just pull each spray, 
pick and pinecone through the 
lantern’s top handle, and secure 
with floral wire. Oh, and don’t 
forget the LED candle!
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ROUND ABOUT
Orchestrating this stunner of a 
centerpiece goes something like this: 
Start with a twisted wreath base, 
weave in ribbon, pepper in pinecone 
picks, berries and leaves, and finish 
with decorative candles. Bravo! 

SET TO IMPRESS
For little projects like these, a few 
floral picks go a long way. Create 
2.5” diameter rings with pine picks, 
and embellish with glittery berry picks 
and gold leaves. Insert a napkin, and 
it’s dinnertime!
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JUST FOR YOU
Bows blooming with berries and pine 
branches. Tiny arrangements alight 
with sparkly pinecones. Floral picks 
make ordinary gift toppers anything 
but! Tip: Attach to boxes with 
temporary adhesive so they can 
be reused. 

TAKE A SEAT
Add coordinating bits and bows (floral 
ribbon keeps its shape wonderfully!) 
to a foundation of pine picks, and in 
no time you’ll have chair decor that 
cheers with mealtime merriment.

BITS & BOBS
Here’s a Christmas craft the kids can get in on: Fill clear ball ornaments with pieces 

from floral picks (berries, leaves and the like), and seal the balls with a little super glue.



DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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HUNG WITH CARE
It’s not just gifts that need wrapping 
this year. For this wall hanging, wrap 
embroidery hoops with festive ribbon, 
and glue wreath pieces around the edges. 
P.S. Find the metal letters in Crafts.

OH SO DEER
When the air is full of carols, it’s time to fill 
your mantel with greenery sprays, flocked 
pinecones, silvery ornaments and faux 
antlers! Tip: Build each side separately, 
and connect in the middle with floral wire.


